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Abstract
Syringe pumps are widely used in many research applications especially in the applications that need
precise control. Today most medical research utilizes syringes to control the fluid being pumped to the
experiment objects. In most cases microscopic or nano-scopic motion control is required to acquire
optimal results, such application includes purification of DNA/RNA from contaminants[1]. The high
precision required to control the syringe pump makes it difficult to perform manually. This paper focuses
on the design of an intelligent syringe pump motor control system to achieve reliable and precise control
for biomedical experiments. This project improves medical research quality with the development of a
high precision, digital controlled multi unit syringe pump. The “Smart” motor syringe pump will be
capable of delivering fluids in constant flow rate in high precision. The feature includes a graphic user
interface on the computer for system control. The system will have functions such as volumetric flow rate
adjustment under medical research conditions.

i

Chapter 1. Introduction
or the past 50 years, syringe pumps, with their ability to modulate fluid flow on a small scale,
have been used by scientists and researchers to save lives and conduct high-impact research. As
of the early 2000s, “smart” syringe pump systems emerged onto the market, with proposed
advantages of improved accuracy and precision to bring advanced versatility to research[2].
However, these syringe pumps are expensive. Current available models range in retail prices
from 250 USD to over 8000 USD[3]. Most systems also offer only single input, single output (SISO)
functionality, requiring multiple pumps to be purchased for experiments that need control of multiple
syringes. Current designs also experience performance inconsistencies from inherent stepper motor
characteristics. This project aims to mitigate these issues for an improved system. The proposed system
will contain a stepper motor to control the volumetric flow rate of the fluid to the experiment cells. The
volumetric flow rate and syringe radius will be adjustable by the user through a computer interface.
By entering the requirements from the user through the user interface on computer, users are able to
adjust the volumetric flow rate at any given time, and the system will perform smooth transitions to
different volumetric flow rates to avoid overflow due to abrupt changes.
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Chapter 2. Background
What is a syringe pump?
A syringe pump is a pump used to deliver precise and accurate amounts of fluid in high-impact research
environments ranging in fields from chemistry to neuroscience [2].
There are two general types of pumps:
Research Syringe Pump: are devices used in research laboratories for applications that require very small
fluid deliveries. Research pumps typically handle smaller volumes and offer additional features that
benefit research yet are impractical for in vivo use [2].
Medical Infusion Pump: are devices used to deliver controlled quantities of fluids such as nutrients, drugs,
and blood to patients. They can be used for in vivo diagnosis, treatment, and research. Medical pumps
should be sufficiently safe to prevent injury or even death from air bubbles and other hazards. Only highly
competent medical staff should operate or supervise their use [2].
This project focuses on the development of a research syringe pump.
Syringe pump design depends on the application. However, all syringe infusion pumps consist of at least
a stepper motor, pusher block, and syringe holder as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Chemyx Fusion 100 Infusion Pump [2]

The stepper motor drives the plate, pushing the plunger which ejects the fluid from the syringe.
Continuous flow can be achieved by using pumps with two syringes, where one pulls liquid and the other
pushes liquid [2].
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Inconsistent Volumetric Flowrate (Q) with Existing Product
Currently, the NE-300 Syringe Pump is widely used in the research at Cal Poly. The NE-300 Syringe
pump provides decent performance and is capable of delivering desired fluid volume set by the user.
However, there are 3 main issues with the NE-300 syringe pump.
Firstly, the syringe pump does not have a graphical user interface (GUI) for the syringe pump settings. All
the settings are input from the front panel on the device. The real time data from the device is not
accessible to be stored to a computer. Without easily accessible data from the syringe pump, it is difficult
for the users to perform more detailed analysis for research and experiments. This is a major barrier for
attempts to improve experimentation and results.
Secondly, even though the NE-300 syringe pump is capable of delivering the desired volume of fluid
during the set period of time, the volumetric flowrate is not constant. Figure 2 below shows a test result
exemplifying the inconsistencies in volumetric flowrate of the syringe pump over a 7 minute period. The
ability of the system to deliver the fluid at a constant volumetric flowrate is significant to carrying out
certain research experiments such as fluid infusion.

Figure 2: Volumetric flow rate vs time of NE-300

The third main issue with the NE-300 is that multiple syringe pumps can not be put together to work
simultaneously. Some research and experimentation require side-by-side comparison of two injections.
Results from utilizing disjointed setups are likely to be inaccurate because of differing inherent
parameters in each of the syringe pumps. For instance, the difference in the impulse interval and the
amount of fluid being delivered in each impulse between the two syringe pumps introduces another
varying factor in the experiment that makes comparison inaccurate.
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The issues with the NE-300 syringe pump are significant but addressable. A new syringe pump system
would ideally maintain a smooth and constant volumetric flowrate, be able to control multiple syringe
pumps simultaneously, obtain real time data for more detailed analysis, and include a GUI for easier use.
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Chapter 3. Requirements, Specifications, and Project Schedule
Marketing Requirements
The following requirements are needed for this project to be a viable product with users and customers:
1. High linear force
2. High precision
3. Low variability
4. Fast response time
5. Ability to control multiple systems
6. User’s software compatibility
7. Low cost
8. Reliable
Fulfilling Requirements and Specifications
A modular, multi-syringe pump system must be designed from a single controller. For high precision, this
system must have a comparably higher precision control over flow rates on the microfluidic scale. To
meet the low price marketing requirement, the price of the entire assembly of the system shall be as
competitive with other consumer models. Table I below outlines how each marketing requirement is
fulfilled with engineering specifications. Further justifications in the table detail how the specifications
apply to requirements.

TABLE I:Project  R EQUIREMENTS A ND S PECIFICATIONS
Marketing
Requirement

Engineering
Specifications

1

The linear force this product exerts shall be ≥
50 Lbs.

This is the force that the pillow block should be
applying onto the syringe in order to dispense
the fluid inside it. This metric was chosen in
order to account for the various sizes of
syringes that a person can use in the pump and
surpass the Chemyx pump (30 lbs)[1].

2

The step resolution of the plunger shall be <
0.1 μm/step.

This is the metric for how finely the motor can
move. This is crucial for how slow the pump
would move and the amount of fluid that is
being released from the syringe

2

The accuracy of the output flow rate shall be
within < 0.5%.

This measurement is to show how much fluid is
dispensed in comparison to the input made by
the user. The pump should not deviate more
than 0.5% in order to prevent failure in
sensitive testing conducted by the user.

2, 3,8

The output shall have a variability of < 1%.

This metric is a measure of how much the
output flow rate strays from the intended flow
rate. A 1% variability ensures accurate test

Justification
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results and sets a baseline for how much the
rippling effect will be reduced.
4

The response time to changes in inputs shall
be < 0.1 sec.

This metric is the amount of time that is
necessary for the system to start once a user
inputs their desired speed. This was kept to a
minimum to prevent any stress due to long wait
times prior to pumping.

5

The system shall be capable of interfacing to
multiple syringes.

The system should be capable of controlling
multiple syringes at differing flow rates through
a singular controller

6

The system shall be programmed using
Labview/MATLAB.

This should be how the user should be
interacting and setting speeds on the pump.
These two programs were chosen in relation to
potential users of the product

7

The system prototype should have a total
assembly cost under 1000 USD

The system building cost should be competitive
to similar products in the market

Project Schedule
Table II below outlines the anticipated delivery dates for reviews, deliverables, and demos of this project.
TABLE II P
 ROJECT DELIVERABLES AND DATES

Delivery Date
3/20/2020
5/29/2020
6/12/2020
11/27/2020
11/27/2020
12/06/2020

Deliverable Description
Design Review
First demo EE461
First draft report
Second demo EE462
Sr. Project Expo Poster (Cancelled due to Covid19)
Final Report due
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Chapter 4. Design
The project design consists of both software and hardware parts. The hardware part of the design consists
of the stepper motor to control the volumetric flow of the syringe pump and the screw guide hold the
syringe pump in place. The functional level 0 and level 1 decomposition diagrams of the hardware are
shown below. The software part of the design consists of a Graphical User Interface (GUI). The GUI
provides users the ability to adjust the desired volumetric flowrate of the syringe pump based on the
radius size of the syringe tube. It also attempts to provide real time running or stopped status from the
syringe pump during operation.
Functional Decomposition (Level 0 and Level 1)
This section describes the basic functionality of the system in this project. Figure 3 below shows a Level
0 black box diagram with single input and output features. Further description of these functional
requirements are described below in TABLE III.

Figure 3: Level 0 Diagram for Smart Motor Syringe Pump Project

The user set inputs, determines the amount of volumetric flow rate over the syringe pump. The stepper
motor controls and regulates the volumetric flow over the syringe pump.

TABLE III: Functional Requirements

Module

Smart Motor Syringe Pump

Input

User command to control the amount of volumetric flow rate

Output

Stepper Motor controlled volumetric flow of syringe pump

Functionality

The module accepts user commands to control the volumetric flow of the syringe
pump
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The Level 1 diagram in Figure 4 below further breaks down the Level 0 diagram into several subsystems

Figure 4: Level 1 Diagram for Smart Motor Syringe Pump Project

The Smart Motor Syringe Pump takes a user command input and pushes the syringe pump to control the
volumetric flow at the output, with user input determining the output characteristics. The arduino
microcontroller takes the input (the desired volumetric flow rate at the output) from the user, converts it to
pulses and sends it to the microstepping motor driver. The microstepping motor driver further divides the
pulses into microsteps to drive the 2-phase stepper motor. By rotating the rod and pushing the syringe
clamp, the syringe pump at the output is controlled to maintain the user specified volumetric flow rate
from the input.

Microstepping
In addition to the functional decomposition outlined in the diagrams, the design of the syringe pump
motor requires microstepping to achieve constant flowrate. The number of microsteps for the stepper
motor driver is based on the Gear ratio, thread pitch of the screw, radius of the syringe, volumetric
flowrate (Q) and frequency (f) of the stepper motor driver.

Microstepping Calculations:
In order to calculate the microsteps required for the desired volumetric flowrate. The volumetric flowrate
is first converted to the velocity of the pillow block pushing the syringe as shown in equation 1 below.
ν=

Q
1m3 /s
πr2 ( 1000L/s )

(1)

Where
Q: volumetric flow rate (L/s)
r: radius of the syringe tube (m)
ν : the speed of pumping the syringe tube (m/s)

Then the velocity at the pillow block is converted to the revolution per second (rps) at the stepper motor
by dividing the velocity by the pitch of the linear screw actuator as shown in equation 2 below.
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rps =

ν
pitch

(2)

Since our goal for the project is to maintain a small variation in volumetric flowrate at the syringe tube,
the pillow block has to move continuously to satisfy this condition. Therefore, the stepper motor is
required to rotate continuously and the frequency at the stepper motor drive has to be larger than 1Hz.
Given these requirements, we can obtain the minimum microstepping size by diving the minimum
frequency (fmin) by the revolution per second (rps), the gear ratio (R) of the worm gear attached to the
stepper motor, and the step per rotation (SPR) of the stepper motor which is 200.
microstep =

f min
SP R*R*rps

(3)

On the other hand, to obtain the maximum volumetric flowrate of the system, the limitations of the
parameters will be the maximum frequency the stepper motor driver can handle (fmax) and the microstep
size. Firstly, equation (3) is rearranged as follows:
rps =

f max
SP R*R*microstep

(4)

Then the velocity (v) is calculated from rps and pitch using equation 2.
Finally, the maximum volumetric flowrate (Q) is obtained by equation 1.
The result of the calculations is shown in table IV below.
Table IV: Microstepping Calculation Summary Table
r

1.08E-02

pitch

4.00E-03

v

4.51E-08

rps

1.13E-05

R

100

SPR

200

Qmin
fmin
microstep

1.67E-08 Qmax
1 fmax
4.434 microstep

3.69E-04
5.00E+03
1

Based on the above calculations, setting the microsteps larger than 4.434 would satisfy the requirement
with minimal fluctuation in volumetric flowrate. On the other hand, setting the microsteps at 1 will give
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us a maximum volumetric flowrate of 0.369mL/s. The construction of the test and corresponding results
are detailed in Chapters 5 and 6 respectively.
Besides, the rpm of the motor is an inverse squared radius of the syringe according to Equation 1.
Changing the size of the syringe will have a bigger effect than changing the mircosteps and is considered
more optimal for different ranges of volumetric flowrate.

Software: I2C and GUI
The I2C communication protocol was chosen with the intention of using multiple modular syringe pump
setups under one control. The primary arduino has simple functionality using I2C to send appropriately
corresponding data to as many motor controlling arduinos as connected. A GUI from a PC was connected
by USB serial communication to the primary arduino. Figure 5 below illustrates a very high level system
diagram with the communication types between devices.

Figure 5: High level block diagram of hardware communication between devices

Currently the code attached in Appendix H only connects to one Motor Controller Arduino.
Microsoft Visual Studio was chosen to create the GUI for its relative simplicity of use, and for its
programming language. The arduinos use a version of C/C++ programming language and Visual Studio
uses a similar C# language for some consistency. Figures 6, and 7 show the software flowcharts for the
GUI functionality for the different Events for both transmitting and receiving data. User data is encoded
with different deliminating characters for the Motor Controller arduino to decode.
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Figure 6: Software flowchart for Events Start Button clicked and Stop Button clicked to transmit data to primary
arduino

Figure 7: Software flowchart for Event serial data received from primary arduino

Once the primary arduino receives the serial data from the GUI, it sends string data to the motor controller
arduino through I2C. The motor controller arduino decodes the received I2C data and performs
calculations to then appropriately drive the stepper motor.
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Chapter 5. Test Setups
Two hardware motor tests were set up to compare results and functionality. The first was testing using a
stepper motor and the second was testing using a DC motor. Both of these setups were tested using only
the controller arduino without the primary arduino or the GUI. The GUI and I2C communications
between devices were tested using Arduino serial monitors and an Analog Discovery 2 for its
oscilloscope probe.
Stepper Motor Setup
This section describes the test setup used to address the issues mentioned at the end of Chapter 4. We set
up a test to measure the fluctuation in volumetric flowrate as shown below in Figure 8. The
microcontroller configures the microstep of the stepper motor driver and outputs the PWM to the stepper
motor driver based on the rpm calculation. The stepper motor driver drives the 100:1 stepper motor based
on the input PWM from the microcontroller. The dial indicator measures the distance the pillow block
moves and using this data, the instantaneous velocity of the pillow block is obtained. The volumetric
flowrate is calculated using Equation 1 from Chapter 4.. The code for testing is shown in Appendix F.

Figure 8: Stepper motor setup for testing

The reason behind indirectly measuring the volumetric flowrate using instantaneous velocity is due to the
Covid-19 pandemic, the university has closed down and access to the volumetric flowrate tester is not
possible. Under this circumstance, measuring the instantaneous velocity indirectly is the alternative
method available to obtain the volumetric flowrate value. Furthermore, the goal of the test is to confirm
that a small microstep is capable of producing minimal fluctuations in volumetric flowrate. The exact
quantity of the volumetric flowrate is thus not crucial.
One variable that will affect the accuracy of the measurement is the cosine effect of the dial indicator.
Cosine Effect occurs in measuring instrument readings when the user of an instrument does not realize
that the vector that an instrument is measuring does not coincide with the vector that the user wishes to
measure. Figure 9 below describes the Cosine Effect in greater detail [11].
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Figure 9: Dial Test Indicator and the Cosine Effect [11]
Table V: Compensation Value

To minimize this effect, we set up the dial indicator to compensate for a non-zero angle suggested [11].
The angle between the dial indicator tip and the pillow block is less than 10 degrees. So that the
measurement error is less than 2%. Figure 10 below shows a close up of the dial indicator with the
compensated adjustment.
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Figure 10: Dial indicator setup to minimize cosine effect
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DC Motor Testing
Besides using a stepper motor, we also built a similar setup using a DC motor to compare the
performance between the two motor types. Figure 11 below shows the setup using the DC motor.

Figure 11: DC motor setup for comparison

The microcontroller outputs PWM with the calculated duty cycle based on the required Q. The H-bridge
inputs the PWM and drives the DC motor. The DC motor drives the ball screw and the rpm of the DC
motor is being feedbacked from the encoder to the controller to maintain constant rpm. The DC motor’s
specific parameters are outlined in Table VI below.
Table VI: DC motor parameter [12]

The setup using the DC motor is not capable of achieving the minimum Q as the gear ratio is not big
enough to reduce the speed of the motor. There are 2 reasons for this issue. Firstly, the maximum
subdivisions of the duty cycle of the microcontoller PWM is 1024. Theoretically, the minimum rpm the
3rpm
motor can achieve is 1024 = 2.93 * 10−3 rpm . Which is larger than the required minimum rpm of
2.255*10-3rpm to achieve minimum Q. During testing, the motor stalled at duty cycle of 23, making the
minimum rpm achieved is 67.4*10-3rpm, which is 29.88 times larger than the required minimum rpm. The
second issue is that 3rpm DC motor is the slowest commercially available option that includes an
encoder. DC motors with smaller rpm do not typically have an encoder. The encoder is necessary to
maintain constant Q and achieve accurate Q.
Following the attempt to use a DC motor with encoder, it was decided that the stepper motor setup had
better performance and reliability.
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I2C and GUI Testing
The I2C communication protocol between the primary arduino and motor controller arduino was initially
tested using just the Arduino serial monitors between COM ports. The two arduinos were connected by
their I2C pins A4 (SDA), A5(SCL), and GND. The motor controller code was modified to use I2C in
conjunction with a primary arduino code to print serial text through USB for testing. The modified motor
controller code is attached in Appendix H. The serial text communicated is a code that represents
volumetric flow rate and syringe radius. Figure 12 below shows the serial monitor for the primary arduino
and Figure 13 is the serial monitor for the motor controller arduino.

Figure 12: Primary arduino serial monitor transmitting data by I2C
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Figure 13: Motor controller arduino serial monitor receiving I2C data and printing data

Due to Covid-19 restrictions, the motor setup and communication setup between devices was not tested
together. One author had the motor setup and the other had only the two arduinos. An Analog Discovery 2
was set up for its PC oscilloscope function to read pulses out of the motor controller arduino’s stepper pin
D9. Figure 14 below shows this setup. Figure 15 below shows the stepper pulses used to drive the motor
setup.

Figure 14: An Analog Discovery 2 connected to the motor controller arduino. Both arduinos are connected to each
other by I2C.
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Figure 15: Analog Discovery 2 used to probe motor controller arduino pins

Testing between GUI and the primary arduino was simple once the I2C communication between arduinos
was established. Initially, an example data code can be seen in the previously mentioned Figure 12.
Visual Studio 2019 was utilized to create the GUI. The GUI has to simply send serial data to the primary
arduino and could be seen at the serial monitor of the controller arduino.
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Chapter 6. Testing and Results
Hardware Stepper Motor

The objective of the test is to measure the fluctuation in volumetric flow rate (Q) for the stepper
motor under different rpms. As mentioned in earlier chapters, the equipment required to measure
the Q value was not available due to restrictions from the Covid-19 pandemic. Therefore, the
target test measurements were modified from the volumetric flow rate to the velocity of the
pillow block. The instantaneous velocity of the pillow block was measured by a simple analog
dial indicator. A USB microscope was used to capture and store the analog readings on the dial
indicator to a computer. The microscope setup with the dial indicator is shown below in Figure
16.

Figure 16: Microscope Setup

The stepper motor runs a testing of one revolution at 5 different testing speeds of 39.96μm/min,
79.92μm/min, 159.87μm/min and 319.68μm/min at the pillow block. The microscope captures a video for
each run and the video is saved in the computer.
The videos are then converted to digital readings by measuring the norm between the initial starting point
and the tip of the measuring needle at each frame by using OpenCV tracker. The measurement datas are
then converted from pixels to millimeters. The time and the norm datas are exported to excel for further
analysis. The video of the 39.96μm/min testing is shown below, the length of the green line is the norm
between the initial starting point and the needle tip, which provides the distance travelled by the pillow
block and is used to calculate the speed at the pillow block. (video link in appendix G)
The algorithm for the data conversion is attached in Appendix F.
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Figure 17: Video of the testing run at 39.96μm/min

The speed measured is calculated by dividing the distance of the pillow block traveled by the time at each
frame. The results of each test are shown below in Figures 18.a-18.d.

Figure 18.a: Distance vs Time of 39.96μm/min test

Figure 18.b: Distance vs Time of 79.8μm/min test
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Figure 18.c: Distance vs Time of 160μm/min test

Figure 18.d: Distance vs Time of 320μm/min test

Figure 19 below shows the resulting standard deviation and variance. The 160μm/min test seems to be
larger than the rest of the tests. This could be due to data converting error using openCV tracker in
python. This error from the program could also be caused by the low resolution and noise of the data
capture video.
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Figure 19: Standard Deviation and Variance of tests from Figures 18.a-18.d

Software I2C and GUI
As mentioned before, it was not possible to test the full communication from GUI down to the motor
setup due to COVID-19 restrictions. The communication between devices was tested as outlined
previously in Chapter 5. The final GUI program code is attached in Appendix H. Figure 20 below shows
the final GUI. The user has the option to select for the syringe to either infuse or extract, corresponding
with the motor going in the forward direction or reverse direction respectively. There are two text boxes
for the user to enter volumetric flow rate and syringe radius. This data is sent over to the primary arduino
when the “Start” button is clicked. The “Stop” button communicates an interruption to the motor if it is
already running. There is additionally a Status textbox and progress bar at the bottom of the GUI that
receive data from the motor controller arduino. The Status textbox displays what is happening and the
progress bar turns green if the motor is running, and stays grey if it is stopped.
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Figure 20: Graphical user interface with basic controls

All transmitting communication from GUI down to the controller arduino was successful. The controller
arduino was able to calculate the PWM for the corresponding volumetric flow rate and syringe radius, and
then output the signals to the motor drive pin. The infuse and extract radio buttons, as well as the “Stop”
button also work as expected.
Data received from the motor controller arduino proved more challenging to work with. All the code
necessary is set up to utilize the Status part of the GUI but it did not consistently work and requires
further debugging. The primary arduino successfully received a status code from the controller arduino
and was able to print the status to a serial monitor. However the GUI is not able to consistently update
what it is receiving from the primary arduino.
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Chapter 7. Conclusions and Recommendations
This project demonstrated the approach to resolve the sudden increase in volumetric flow rate in the
Chemyx OEM syringe pump. The cause of the sudden increase in volumetric flow rate is that the stepper
motor is not able to run continuously under 17μL/min. An impulse of volumetric flow rate is induced each
time the stepper motor is turned on. To stabilize the volumetric flow rate, a 100:1 worm gear is connected
to the stepper motor to ensure the stepper motor is running continuously even at the lowest required
volumetric flowrate. Furthermore, a 1 to 128 steps microstepping is used to provide small enough
revolution per minute (RPM) at the slowest required speed. Besides, two parameters have to be
considered to ensure the motor is running properly. Firstly, the larger the size of the microsteps, the
smaller the torque at the stepper motor output. Even though more microsteps provide a more stable
volumetric flow rate, the motor cannot produce enough torque to push the syringe if the microstep size is
too high. Similarly, using higher frequencies to drive the stepper motor provides a more stable volumetric
flowrate at the output, but the higher the frequency, the less torque the stepper motor can produce. As a
result, the motor is not capable of pushing the syringe at high frequencies. Another critical design
parameter is the pitch of the actuator, the pitch of the linear actuator is directly proportional to the
volumetric flow of the system. Therefore, choosing an appropriate pitch for the linear actuator is critical
to ensure that the stepper motor is running at its optimal range of microsteps and frequencies. In this
project 5mm pitch is chosen to meet the required maximum and minimum volumetric flowrates.
A performance comparison between the DC motor and stepper motor is also attempted in this project.
However, due to the limitation of available DC motors with encoders in the market, a slow enough DC
motor cannot be found to meet the requirement. Nonetheless, a simple setup of the DC motor has been
tested and found out that in general the DC motor is less accurate than the stepper motor because of the
fluctuation in driver voltage. This is because the RPM of a DC motor depends on the voltage across the
motor. Hence the voltage fluctuations across the DC motor will introduce error in RPM. On the other
hand, the stepper motor rotates the same degree for each pulse received from the driver. Even though
there are still errors from overshoot or undershoot, the error from the stepper motor is much less than the
DC motor.
Testing of the RPM of the stepper motor was performed. However, the volumetric flowrate of the syringe
pump cannot be tested due to the lack of testing equipment. Therefore, the volumetric flowrate graphs
from Figure 18 are converted from the positional datas obtained from the dial indicator. The volumetric
flowrates turns out to have around 10% error from the target, the cause of the error can be either from the
conversion from dial indicator or from the intrinsic characteristics of the motor. Further data from the
volumetric flowrate tester is needed for confirmation.
Last but not least, the GUI requires some debugging and add on functionalities. As mentioned before, the
GUI is able to successfully transmit data down the line to the motor controller arduino. But there is some
issue receiving status update data, specifically between the primary arduino to the GUI. Next steps would
be to add on a function in the primary arduino and GUI that would recognize additional syringe pump
controllers connected and be able to transmit data to the correct device. Another future work would be to
add adjustability to the gear ratio, step rotation, and thread pitch values to fine-tune each individual motor
subsystem for its inherent physical properties.
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Appendix A. Senior Project Analysis
Project Title: Smart Motor Syringe System
Student’s Name: Conrad Chan
Student’s Signature:
Advisor’s Name: Benjamin Hawkins
Date: 3/12/2020
• 1. Summary of Functional Requirements
A modular, multi-syringe pump system must be designed from a single controller. This system must also have
higher precision control over flow rates on the microfluidic scale. And lastly, the price of the entire assembly of the
system shall be as competitive with other consumer models. “Smart” Motor Syringe Pump: High Precision

Motor controlled syringe pump to modulate fluid flow on the microfluidic scale for biomedical
experiments.With the goal of step resolution of the plunger < 0.1 μm/step and the accuracy of the output
flow rate < 0.5%. The above requirements is obtained from TABLE I.

• 2. Primary Constraints
The limiting factors of the project is the lack of senior project funding, the EE department provides only
$200 dollars per student. However, it usually takes more than $200 dollars for a single-student group
project. The issues that impact my approach is also the lack of time in accomplishing the senior project,
with the time frame of 3 quarters, I may only be able to fulfill the basic requirement of the project.
The high accuracy of the output parameter makes the project difficult without investing a decent amount
of cost into the materials. For example, a 5-phase stepper motor. However, the $200 funding hinders the
implementation of a good material.
In terms of technical constraints, the project requires the measurements of volumetric flow rate from the
syringe pump. The target volumetric flow rate is in the range of micro-liter per hour. However, it is
technically challenging to obtain accurate results, as the surrounding disturbances such as friction of the
syringe pump and vibration can cause significant error to the measurements.

• 3. Economic
The project requires professional skills in the field of control systems and bio-medical technology, it gets
$200 funding from EE department as the financial capital. The project requires about $1500 of cost,
which becomes the Manufacturing or Real Capital. The project requires growing cells, which has impacts
on the natural resources as the process requires organic ingredients to grow the cells. Labor’s cost accrue
throughout the project’s lifecycle as the more the timespan the more the labor cost. Also the maintenance
of the system requires additional cost as the system deteriorates over time.The project gets funding from
the EE department and requires about 9 months of development time. The project costs about $1500
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[check cost and estimate figure]. Only $200 of the project will be paid by the EE department. The
Original estimated cost of component parts is $1509 from the sum of labor and materials.
As an additional equipment cost to the project, oscilloscope is required to measure the overshoot of the
motor, and a step up of volumetric flow meter is required. However, the setups are provided by professors
and in the EE labs, so the cost is close to 0.
The project potential profit is estimated to be $1000 per unit sold. EE department will get part of the
profit if the department holds the intellectual property of the project.

• Timing
The products emerge at the end of the project’s life cycle. The products exist until a better product comes

out, anticipated at about 5 years. The maintenance of adjusting the stepper motor and the replacement of
the syringes will become a maintenance and operational cost of the project. Other operation costs include
the computer to monitor the system and training cost of the labor to use it. The original estimated
development time (as of the start of your project), as Gantt or Pert chart 9 months, or three quarters. In
details of the timing and development of the project is listed in the Gantt Chart above. Potentially starts a
company if the product fulfills the requirement towards the end of the project lifecycle.

• 4. If manufactured on a commercial basis:
The product in the project will be manufactured on a commercial basis. The Estimated number of devices
sold per year will be around 100 units. The estimated manufacturing cost for each device will be $400.
The estimated purchase price for each device will be $3000, and the estimated profit per year will be
$260000 on total from the sale of 100 units. The estimated cost for the user to operate the device, per unit
time will be $200/ year for syringe replacement.

• 5. Environmental
Regarding the natural resources and ecosystem services, the project uses cell samples directly for
research. On the other hand, the project uses raw materials indirectly for manufacturing parts.
The pros of the project could potentially revolutionize biology procedures for enzymatic analysis, DNA
analysis. The syringe pumps in conjugation with the purification method reported by Liesbet Van
Heirstraeten DNA/RNA can provide faster periods and high quality of the extraction and therefore better
quality of the amplification products. It is expected to get results in small times as 60 minutes with full
automatization.[1] This is essential in improving the quality of the research, hence the development of
new treatments in the medical field.
On the other hand, the inappropriate disposal of syringe pumps induce impacts to the environment.
According to the article “Analysis: the impact of needle, syringe, and lancet disposal on the community.”,
Disposal of needles, syringes, lancets, and other medical products are not regulated in the home, while
these same products used in healthcare facilities are strictly regulated. Home-generated medical waste is
routinely placed into curbside trash, placing sanitation workers and custodial personnel at personal risk of
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a needle-stick injury. Not only do the disposal of syringe pump introduce pollution to the environment,
but the safety of the workers recycling the needles is at risk.[4]

• 6. Manufacturability
The issues or challenges associated with manufacturing could be the CNC machining of the chassis for
connecting the motor and syringe in place in the system, as CNC machining is a precise technique which
requires professional equipment, as it can be a significant cost to production cost of each unit. It can
eventually become a challenge to our production as our financial capital is not large enough to support the
high cost. A typical Hobbyist-grade CNC router costs at least $1000[5].

• 7. Sustainability
The precision of the device may deteriorate over time, maintaining the precision of the system can be an
issue or challenge associated with maintaining the completed device, or system. The disposal of used
syringes can also impact the environment and they are made of non-biodegradable materials. The
manufacturing of the device requires raw materials such as steel and plastics, which causes an
environmental impact in the production of such materials. The project can be potentially improved by
improving the precision of the system, replacing the syringes with biodegradable materials and ensuring
proper disposal of syringes in the operational manual. Furthermore, government regulations and programs
can be introduced to the social public. Programs such as Drop-off collection sites, syringe exchange
programs, mail-back programs, home needle destruction devices, household hazardous waste collection
sites and residential waste special pick-up programs can help resolve the issue of inappropriate syringe
disposal, thus reduces the risk of worker’s injury by needles[4].

• 8. Ethical
The development of the project may violate the code of ethics number 1: to hold paramount the safety,
health, and welfare of the public, to strive to comply with ethical design and sustainable development
practices, and to disclose promptly factors that might endanger the public or the environment[6]
Since the development of the project may increase the usage of syringe pump. However, the household
disposal of syringe pumps is not regulated by the government[6]. The inappropriate disposal of syringe
pumps introduces the risk of inquiry of the sharp needle attached to the syringe pump to the workers at
the recycling process.
On the other hand, the project development abides IEEE code of ethics number 6 :To maintain and
improve our technical competence and to undertake technological tasks for others only if qualified by training
or experience, or after full disclosure of pertinent limitations[6]
Before syringe pumps were introduced to the market in around 2000, certain tasks such as purification of
DNA/RNA were not able to be carried out even with a well trained operator because of the limitations of
manual syringe control. However, with the help of the syringe pump, the precision and accuracy of the
tasks are significantly improved. It ensures that inhabitants and contaminants such as proteins, enzymes,
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lipids, and organic molecules that can interfere with the outcome of the trial are separated from the DNA
sample[1]. Hence improving our technical competence.
Lastly, the development of the project is able to assist colleagues and co-workers in their professional
development and to support them in following this code of ethics. The development of the project is
aimed to provide low variability and high precision in the volumetric flow rate of the syringe. With these
requirements, the system is able to assist colleagues and researchers to improve the quality of their
research. Furthermore, not only their research can support them in their professional development, but the
result of the research can potentially improve the quality of living of others. This supports them to follow
the IEEE code of ethics, that is to hold paramount the safety, health, and welfare of the public.

• 9. Health and Safety

One of the main safety concerns is the unregulated household disposal of syringes used in the
syringe pump. The author Gold K, states that “ As there is no established national program for
safe needle disposal, individuals deposit their needles, syringes, and lancets in the trash or flush
them down the toilet. The most common instructions given to individuals in most regions across
the country are to place their needles and syringes in a heavy plastic container and deposit it at
the curbside trash. A limited number of regions in the United States offer a safe community
disposal program.” [4]. As a result of the unregulated medical disposal, “needle-stick injuries are
one of the top three injuries reported at MRFs according to data tracked by waste management
companies. The custodial staff at any public venue are also at risk of injury from used needles,
syringes, lancets, and insertion devices. Presently, no system is in place to track these
needle-stick injuries or to identify the source of the injury or the complications that may occur as
a result of these injuries.”[4]
Currently, this safety concern is not addressed by the government. Alongside developing the technology
of syringe pumps, this generates more syringe pump disposal. Hence this issue has to be addressed and
resolved in the future.

• 10. Social and Political
The social and political issues associated with design, manufacture, and use can come from the usage of
the cell in the project may against the environmentalist, who opposes experiments on animals or live
creatures. The concern of the disposal may also become a social issue from the public as they might worry
about the infections. Other social issues include dosage error in the operation of the syringe pump.
According to the article “”, the syringe pump technology is not completely infallible. While there are
several safety mechanisms in place that can prevent a great number of infusion errors, these mechanisms
can sometimes be overridden by staff members[7]. This may potentially place patients at risk of over
dosage and to the health danger.
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Furthermore, lack of public education about safe needle disposal for all “at-home” users of sharps also
needs to be addressed[1]. In order to reduce the risk regarding syringe disposal, the public has been
educated and invokes their attending in proper disposal.
Besides, political issues from the technology of syringe pump includes lack of regulations of household
syringe pump disposals and lack of federal policies that encourage safe disposal of sharps by individuals.
Currently, the disposal of home generated medical wastes are not regulated by the government, although
in 2004, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) published Community Options for Safe Needle
Disposal, these options are only recommended but not mandatory[1].
The patients who are in need of the device, or research. Cal Poly is the indirect stakeholder since the
student received $200 funding from the EE department. The direct stakeholder can be the professor if the
project receives funding from the professor. If the project fails, my stakeholders will have financial loss
since there’s no return to their investment. On the other hand, if the project is successful and introduces
profit, the stakeholders will get 20% of the profit. Even though the profit is not divided equally among the
stakeholder and the student. It does not introduce any inequality if the student holds the intellectual
property.

• 11. Development
The project goal is to develop a system that is capable of controlling the volumetric flow rate of the
syringe. In order to obtain the desired result, the development of the knowledge in control system theory
for the stepper motor, firmware programming in C language for the arduino microcontroller knowledge in
MATLAB to build an user interface. In terms of hardware skills, the experience in using an oscilloscope
is required to be able to debug any circuit error involving the stepper motor driver. Most importantly, the
basic knowledge in the biomedical field is a need in order to be able to understand applications of the
syringe pump system.
Besides technical skills, during the class of EE460-senior project preparation, skills in information
research, project planning, cost and estimation, formatting report, and analysis in the potential impacts of
the projects in different aspects including environmental, ethical, economical, etc, are significantly
developed through peers and advisor feedback.
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Appendix B. Schematic

Figure 21: Smart motor syringe pump schematics
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Appendix C. Project Planning (Gantt Chart and Cost Estimates)
In the project planning chapter, the anticipated schedule, shown in Gantt chart in Figure 4, is a reference
guideline for the time planning of the project cycle. It is crucial as it serves the role of providing an
insight of the amount of time the project needed to be completed. The cost estimate table, shown in
TABLE IV, provides the estimated cost for each individual components and labor as well as the total cost
for the project. Furthermore, the total cost of the project is calculated based on equation derived from [3],
Chapter 10, to provide a more realistic cost estimation.

Gantt Chart:
The Gantt chart is a reference for the project planning over the project cycle. The project has a 9 month
project cycle, starting from January 2020, to December 2020. With the exception of July to September.
The project is broken down into 5 main sections, the project plan, the project design, test of individual
part, build designs, project implementation and project documentation. The critical path of the Gantt chart
follows the project plan, buying and testing parts, and integration of individual parts. Each section
contains the necessary tasks to complete the entire section. The green bar represents the estimated time
required for each task, the blue bar represents the estimated time required for each section. Details are
shown in Figure 4 below.

Figure 22: Gantt Chart
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Cost estimate:
The cost estimate table, as shown in table IV below, concludes the necessary components for building the
project, including materials and labor. The first section listed the necessary parts for building the smart
motor syringe pump. The second section shows the labor cost required to fabricate the CNC syringe pump
stand for the project.
Table V: Cost Estimate Table

Part list

Quantity

Cost per Unit

sum of cost

Micro Stepping Motor

3

$34

$102

CNC syringe pump stand

1

$120

$120

60:1 ratio gear

3

$31

$93

micro controller board

1

$35

$35

syringe pump

1

$14.99

$14.99

Micro Stepping Motor driver

3

$51

$153

tax

$38.84

total part cost

$556.84

Labor Cost

cost per hour

hour

sum of cost

CNC labor

15

5

75

assembly

15

5

75

Shipping

15.9

tax

$11.25

total part cost

$161.25

Total Cost

$718.1

Costa = $685.84

Costm=$718.1

Costb=$879.34

Cost = (Costa +4costm +Cost)/6 = $739.59
From the sum of cost shown in Table IV, a sum of $718.1 (Costm) is estimated. This is the cost labeled as
costum.The optimistic cost from the cost estimation is considered to be $685.84 (Costa), labeled as costa.
The highest cost estimated in the project is estimated to be $879.34 (Costb), labeled as costb. The cost
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estimation formula, Cost = (Costa +4costm +Cost)/6,
is used to calculate the most probable cost required

for the project. The equation is derived from [3], Chapter 10.
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Appendix D. 3D Printed Work

Figure 23: Stepper motor to linear actuator adapter

File location:
stepper motor to linear actuator adapter for 1204 screw:
https://cpslo.sharepoint.com/sites/SmartMotorProject/Shared%20Documents/General/Senior%20project%
20smart%20motor%20syringe%20pump%20Chan%20Chiao/3d%20print/worm%20gear%20mountV3.stl
Syringe holder:
Part 1:
https://cpslo.sharepoint.com/sites/SmartMotorProject/Shared%20Documents/General/Senior%20project%
20smart%20motor%20syringe%20pump%20Chan%20Chiao/3d%20print/syringe%20pump%20holder%2
02.stl
Part 2:
https://cpslo.sharepoint.com/sites/SmartMotorProject/Shared%20Documents/General/Senior%20project%
20smart%20motor%20syringe%20pump%20Chan%20Chiao/3d%20print/syringe%20pump%20holder.stl
stepper motor to linear actuator adapter for 1605 screw:
https://cpslo.sharepoint.com/sites/SmartMotorProject/Shared%20Documents/General/Senior%20project%
20smart%20motor%20syringe%20pump%20Chan%20Chiao/3d%20print/worm%20gear%20mountV2.stl
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Appendix E: Component locations

Figure 24: Component locations
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Appendix F. Basic Program Listing
Initial Stepper Motor Driver Control for Testing Hardware

// include libraries
#include <CALIPER.h>
#include <TimerOne.h>

// defines pins numbers
// stepper motor pinout
#define stepPin 9
#define dirPin 6
#define STBY 2
#define MODE_1 7
#define MODE_2 8
// digital caliper pinouts
#define CLK_pin 12
#define DATA_pin 11
#define FORWARD HIGH

// motor direction

#define REVERSE LOW

// motor direction

const uint32_t MICROSECOND = 1000000;
const uint16_t MILLISECOND = 1000;
const uint8_t THREAD_PITCH = 4;

// in millimeters, thread pitch of the actuator's screw

const float RADIUS = 10.845; /
 / in millimeters, the RADIUS of the 30ml BD syringe
const uint16_t MICROSTEP = 64; // motor micro step size
const uint16_t GEAR_RATIO = 100; /
 / worm gear ratio
const float NUM_ROTATIONS = 0.1; /
 / number of rotations
// construct CALIPER class
CALIPER caliper(CLK_pin, DATA_pin);

const float Q_max = 93.586;

// maximum volumetric flow rate in microLitre per second

const float Q_min = 0.016666666666;

// minimum volumetric flow rate in microLitre per second
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(1uL/min)

// calculations
const float velocity = 4;
const float rps_min = Q_min / (PI * RADIUS * RADIUS * THREAD_PITCH);
const float rps_max = velocity / THREAD_PITCH / 60; //Q_max / (PI * RADIUS * RADIUS *
THREAD_PITCH);
const uint16_t STEP_ROT = 200 * MICROSTEP;

// steps per rotation

const double frequency = rps_max * GEAR_RATIO * STEP_ROT;
uint32_t period = 1 / frequency * MICROSECOND;
const uint16_t DutyCycle = 0.5 * 1024;

// initialize variables
long StartTime;
long caliperTime_curr = 0, caliperTime_prev = 0;
bool start_flag = false;

void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600);
init_Microsteps(MICROSTEP);
// Sets the two pins as Outputs
pinMode(stepPin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(dirPin, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(dirPin, REVERSE);
delay(10);
Serial.print("rps ");
Serial.print(rps_max, 12);
Serial.print("

,freq ");

Serial.print(frequency);
Serial.print(" Hz");
Serial.print("

,period ");

Serial.print(period);
Serial.println(" us");
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}
void loop() {

if (Serial.available() > 0) {
// read the incoming byte:
char ch = Serial.read();
if ('f' == ch) {
digitalWrite(dirPin, FORWARD);
Serial.println("FORWARD");
start_flag = true;
}
else if ('r' == ch) {
digitalWrite(dirPin, REVERSE);
Serial.println("REVERSE");
start_flag = true;
}
if (start_flag) {
Timer1.initialize(period);
Timer1.pwm(stepPin, DutyCycle);
Timer1.attachInterrupt(steps);

// call ISR every period to count the motor steps

caliperTime_curr = StartTime + 1;
caliperTime_prev = 1;
StartTime = millis();

//measeure start time

}
}

/*caliperTime_curr = millis();
if( caliperTime_curr - caliperTime_prev > 100 && caliperTime_prev){
caliperTime_prev = caliperTime_curr;
float distance = caliper.readMillimeter();

if(distance > 0)

Serial.println((String) (caliperTime_curr/1000) + ',' + distance);

}*/
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/*if (StartTime) {period = period + 1;
Timer1.setPeriod(period);
Serial.println(period, 5);}
*/
// Makes 3200 pulses for making one full cycle rotation
}

void steps()
{
static volatile uint32_t i, j;
j++;
if (j == STEP_ROT) {
j = 0;
i++;
}
if (i ==

NUM_ROTATIONS * GEAR_RATIO) {

long volatile timer = millis() - StartTime;
float volatile rps = 1.0 * MILLISECOND / timer * NUM_ROTATIONS;
Serial.println(rps, 12);
float volatile error = (rps - rps_max) / rps * 100;
Serial.println((String) "error: " + error + '%');
Serial.println((String) timer + " ms");
i = 0;
Timer1.disablePwm(stepPin);
Timer1.detachInterrupt();
caliperTime_prev = 0;
}
}
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void init_Microsteps(uint16_t stepResolution) {
//Table 1 Microstep configuration
uint16_t pin_config;
switch (stepResolution) {
case 1: pin_config = 0; break;

// Full-step

case 2: pin_config = 5; break;

// 1/2th step

case 4: pin_config = 10; b
 reak;

// 1/4th step

case 8: pin_config = 7; break;

// 1/8th step

case 16: pin_config = 15; break;

/
 / 1/16th step

case 32: pin_config = 2; b
 reak;

// 1/32nd step

case 64: pin_config = 11; break;

/
 / 1/64th step

case 128: pin_config = 1; break;

/
 / 1/128th step

case 256: pin_config = 3; break;

/
 / 1/256th step

default: Serial.println("Invalid stepResolution"); pin_config = 0;
}
pinMode(stepPin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(dirPin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(MODE_1, OUTPUT);
pinMode(MODE_2, OUTPUT);
pinMode(STBY, OUTPUT);
//The recommended power-up sequence is following:
//1. Power-up the device applying the VS supply voltage but keeping both STBY and EN/FAULT
inputs low.
digitalWrite(STBY, LOW);
//2. Set the MODEx inputs according to the target step resolution (see Table 1).
digitalWrite(MODE_1, pin_config & 1);
digitalWrite(MODE_2, (pin_config >> 1) & 1);
digitalWrite(stepPin, (pin_config >> 2) & 1);
digitalWrite(dirPin, (pin_config >> 3) & 1);
//3. Wait for at least 1 µs (minimum tMODEsu time).
delayMicroseconds(1);
//4. Set the STBY high. The MODEx configuration is now latched inside the device.
digitalWrite(STBY, HIGH);
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//5. Wait for at least 100 µs (minimum tMODEho time).
delayMicroseconds(100);

}

//6. Enable the power stage releasing the EN/FAULT input and start the operation.
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//Python Code for Digitizing Dial Indicator Measurement Data
# import the necessary packages
from imutils.video import VideoStream
from imutils.video import FPS
import argparse
import imutils
import time
import cv2
import numpy as np
# construct the argument parser and parse the arguments
ap = argparse.ArgumentParser()
ap.add_argument("-v", "--video", type=str, default=r"videos\0.04.avi",
help="path to input video file")
ap.add_argument("-t", "--tracker", type=str, default="csrt",
help="OpenCV object tracker type")
args = vars(ap.parse_args())
# extract the OpenCV version info
(major, minor) = cv2.__version__.split(".")[:2]
# if we are using OpenCV 3.2 OR BEFORE, we can use a special factory
# function to create our object tracker
if int(major) == 3 and int(minor) < 3:
tracker = cv2.Tracker_create(args["tracker"].upper())
# otherwise, for OpenCV 3.3 OR NEWER, we need to explicity call the
# approrpiate object tracker constructor:
else:
# initialize a dictionary that maps strings to their corresponding
# OpenCV object tracker implementations
OPENCV_OBJECT_TRACKERS = {
"csrt": cv2.TrackerCSRT_create,
"kcf": cv2.TrackerKCF_create,
"boosting": cv2.TrackerBoosting_create,
"mil": cv2.TrackerMIL_create,
"tld": cv2.TrackerTLD_create,
"medianflow": cv2.TrackerMedianFlow_create,
"mosse": cv2.TrackerMOSSE_create
}
# grab the appropriate object tracker using our dictionary of
# OpenCV object tracker objects
tracker = OPENCV_OBJECT_TRACKERS[args["tracker"]]()
# initialize the bounding box coordinates of the object we are going
# to track
initBB = None
# if a video path was not supplied, grab the reference to the web cam
if not args.get("video", False):
print("[INFO] starting video stream...")
vs = VideoStream(src=0).start()
time.sleep(1.0)
# otherwise, grab a reference to the video file
else:
vs = cv2.VideoCapture(args["video"])
# initialize the FPS throughput estimator
fps = None
wait = 1
i = 0
pos = []
total_frame = 0
# loop over frames from the video stream
while True:
# grab the current frame, then handle if we are using a
# VideoStream or VideoCapture object
frame = vs.read()
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total_frame += 1
frame = frame[1] if args.get("video", False) else frame
# check to see if we have reached the end of the stream
if frame is None:
break
# resize the frame (so we can process it faster) and grab the
# frame dimensions
frame = imutils.resize(frame, width=1000)
(H, W) = frame.shape[:2]
"""if total_frame == 1:
video = cv2.VideoWriter(filename=(args["video"] + '_tracked' + '.avi'),
fourcc=cv2.VideoWriter_fourcc('M', 'P', 'E', 'G'), fps=30,
frameSize=(W, H))"""
# check to see if we are currently tracking an object
if initBB is not None:
# grab the new bounding box coordinates of the object
(success, box) = tracker.update(frame)
# check to see if the tracking was a success
if success:
(x, y, w, h) = [int(v) for v in box]
if not i:
init_x, init_y = x + w/2, y + h/2
# cv2.rectangle(frame, (x, y), (x + w, y + h), (0, 255, 0), 2)
# cv2.circle(frame, (x + w//2, y + h//2), 1, (0, 255, 0), 2)
cv2.line(frame, (int(init_x), int(init_y)), (x + w//2, y + h//2), (0, 255, 0), 2)
norm = np.linalg.norm([x +
  w/2 - init_x, y + h/2 - init_y])
curr_time = vs.get(cv2.CAP_PROP_POS_MSEC)
pos.append([curr_time, norm])
# video.write(frame)
i += 1
# update the FPS counter
fps.update()
fps.stop()
# initialize the set of information we'll be displaying on
# the frame
info = [
("Tracker", args["tracker"]),
("Success", "Yes" if success else "No"),
("FPS", "{:.2f}".format(fps.fps())),
("Time", curr_time),
]
# loop over the info tuples and draw them on our frame
for (i, (k, v)) in enumerate(info):
text = "{}: {}".format(k, v)
cv2.putText(frame, text, (10, H - ((i * 20) + 20)),
cv2.FONT_HERSHEY_SIMPLEX, 0.6, (0, 0, 255), 2)
# show the output frame
cv2.imshow("Frame", frame)
key = cv2.waitKey(1) & 0xFF
# if the 's' key is selected, we are going to "select" a bounding
# box to track
if key == ord("s"):
# select the bounding box of the object we want to track (make
# sure you press ENTER or SPACE after selecting the ROI)
initBB = cv2.selectROI("Frame", frame, fromCenter=False,
showCrosshair=True)
# start OpenCV object tracker using the supplied bounding box
# coordinates, then starpy opencv_object_tracker.py --video 0.04mm.mp4 --tracker csrtt
the FPS throughput estimator as well
tracker.init(frame, initBB)
fps = FPS().start()
# if the `q` key was pressed, break from the loop
elif key == ord("q"):
break
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meas_length = vs.get(cv2.CAP_PROP_POS_MSEC)
vs.set(cv2.CAP_PROP_POS_AVI_RATIO, 1)
actual_length = vs.get(cv2.CAP_PROP_POS_MSEC)
start_time = pos[0][0]
max_pos = pos[-1][1]
print(max_pos)
for i in range(len(pos)):
pos[i][0] -= start_time
pos[i][0] *= (actual_length/ meas_length / 1000)
pos[i][1] /= max_pos
# normalized position
# if we are using a webcam, release the pointer
if not args.get("video", False):
vs.stop()
# otherwise, release the file pointer
else:
vs.release()
np.savetxt("pos.csv", pos, delimiter=",")
# close all windows
cv2.destroyAllWindows()
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# actual time

Appendix G: Recorded Data and Video
Data tracking video using python OpenCv
https://cpslo.sharepoint.com/sites/SmartMotorProject/Shared%20Documents/General/Senior%20project%
20smart%20motor%20syringe%20pump%20Chan%20Chiao/video/0.04_tracked.mp4https://cpslo.sharepoint.co
m/sites/SmartMotorProject/Shared%20Documents/General/Senior%20project%20smart%20motor%20syringe%2
0pump%20Chan%20Chiao/video/0.04_tracked.mp4
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Appendix H: GUI and Communication Code
For the GUI to primary arduino code, COM4 was used for serial communication port.
Form1.cs Interface

Visual Studio Form1.Designer.cs Code
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.ComponentModel;
System.Data;
System.Drawing;
System.Linq;
System.Text;
System.Threading.Tasks;
System.Windows.Forms;

namespace SmartMotorGUI
{
public partial class Form1 : Form
{
public delegate void d1(string indata);
//private static int counter;
public Form1()
{
InitializeComponent();
serialPort1.Open();
}
private void startButton_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
//Send command to the arduino to start
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if (infuseRadioBtn.Checked)
{
string start_vals = "A" + qTextbox.Text + "R" + radiusTextbox.Text;
serialPort1.Write(start_vals);
}
if (extractRadiotBtn.Checked)
{
string start_vals = "B" + qTextbox.Text + "R" + radiusTextbox.Text;
serialPort1.Write(start_vals);
}
}
private void stopButton_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
serialPort1.Write("C");
}
//stores data for processing
private void serialPort1_DataReceived_1(object sender,
System.IO.Ports.SerialDataReceivedEventArgs e)
{
string indata = serialPort1.ReadLine(); //readline function of serial port 1 and
stores it
d1 writeit = new d1(Write2Form);
Invoke(writeit, indata);
}
//NEED TO DEBUG
public void Write2Form(string indata)
{
// this functino handles data sent from the Arduino
char run_char;
run_char = indata[0];
statusTextbox.Text = Convert.ToString(indata[0]);
switch (run_char)
{
case 'a':
statusTextbox.Text = "Running";
//statusTextbox.Text = Convert.ToString(run_char);
progressBar1.Value = 100;
break;
case 'b':
statusTextbox.Text = "Stopped";
//statusTextbox.Text = Convert.ToString(run_char);
progressBar1.Value = 0;
break;
}
}
}
}

Visual Studio Form1.cs Code
namespace SmartMotorGUI
{
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//used for testing

//used for testing

partial class Form1
{
/// <summary>
/// Required designer variable.
/// </summary>
private System.ComponentModel.IContainer components = null;
/// <summary>
/// Clean up any resources being used.
/// </summary>
/// <param name="disposing">true if managed resources should be disposed; otherwise,
false.</param>
protected override void Dispose(bool disposing)
{
if (disposing && (components != null))
{
components.Dispose();
}
base.Dispose(disposing);
}
#region Windows Form Designer generated code
/// <summary>
/// Required method for Designer support - do not modify
/// the contents of this method with the code editor.
/// </summary>
private void InitializeComponent()
{
this.components = new System.ComponentModel.Container();
this.serialPort1 = new System.IO.Ports.SerialPort(this.components);
this.startButton = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
this.stopButton = new System.Windows.Forms.Button();
this.radiusTextbox = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.label1 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.label2 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.qTextbox = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.statusTextbox = new System.Windows.Forms.TextBox();
this.label3 = new System.Windows.Forms.Label();
this.infuseRadioBtn = new System.Windows.Forms.RadioButton();
this.extractRadiotBtn = new System.Windows.Forms.RadioButton();
this.progressBar1 = new System.Windows.Forms.ProgressBar();
this.SuspendLayout();
//
// serialPort1
//
this.serialPort1.PortName = "COM4";
this.serialPort1.DataReceived += new
System.IO.Ports.SerialDataReceivedEventHandler(this.serialPort1_DataReceived_1);
//
// startButton
//
this.startButton.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(57, 155);
this.startButton.Name = "startButton";
this.startButton.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(75, 23);
this.startButton.TabIndex = 0;
this.startButton.Text = "Start";
this.startButton.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
this.startButton.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.startButton_Click);
//
// stopButton
//
this.stopButton.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(168, 155);
this.stopButton.Name = "stopButton";
this.stopButton.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(75, 23);
this.stopButton.TabIndex = 1;
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this.stopButton.Text = "Stop";
this.stopButton.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
this.stopButton.Click += new System.EventHandler(this.stopButton_Click);
//
// radiusTextbox
//
this.radiusTextbox.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(41, 81);
this.radiusTextbox.Name = "radiusTextbox";
this.radiusTextbox.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(100, 20);
this.radiusTextbox.TabIndex = 2;
//
// label1
//
this.label1.AutoSize = true;
this.label1.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(150, 84);
this.label1.Name = "label1";
this.label1.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(103, 13);
this.label1.TabIndex = 3;
this.label1.Text = "Syringe Radius (mm)";
//
// label2
//
this.label2.AutoSize = true;
this.label2.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(150, 50);
this.label2.Name = "label2";
this.label2.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(138, 13);
this.label2.TabIndex = 4;
this.label2.Text = "Volumetric Flow Rate (uL/s)";
//
// qTextbox
//
this.qTextbox.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(41, 47);
this.qTextbox.Name = "qTextbox";
this.qTextbox.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(100, 20);
this.qTextbox.TabIndex = 5;
//
// statusTextbox
//
this.statusTextbox.BackColor = System.Drawing.Color.Silver;
this.statusTextbox.ForeColor = System.Drawing.Color.Black;
this.statusTextbox.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(97, 210);
this.statusTextbox.Name = "statusTextbox";
this.statusTextbox.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(100, 20);
this.statusTextbox.TabIndex = 6;
//
// label3
//
this.label3.AutoSize = true;
this.label3.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(54, 213);
this.label3.Name = "label3";
this.label3.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(37, 13);
this.label3.TabIndex = 7;
this.label3.Text = "Status";
//
// infuseRadioBtn
//
this.infuseRadioBtn.AutoSize = true;
this.infuseRadioBtn.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(341, 50);
this.infuseRadioBtn.Name = "infuseRadioBtn";
this.infuseRadioBtn.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(54, 17);
this.infuseRadioBtn.TabIndex = 8;
this.infuseRadioBtn.TabStop = true;
this.infuseRadioBtn.Text = "Infuse";
this.infuseRadioBtn.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
//
// extractRadiotBtn
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//
this.extractRadiotBtn.AutoSize = true;
this.extractRadiotBtn.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(341, 74);
this.extractRadiotBtn.Name = "extractRadiotBtn";
this.extractRadiotBtn.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(58, 17);
this.extractRadiotBtn.TabIndex = 9;
this.extractRadiotBtn.TabStop = true;
this.extractRadiotBtn.Text = "Extract";
this.extractRadiotBtn.UseVisualStyleBackColor = true;
//
// progressBar1
//
this.progressBar1.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(219, 207);
this.progressBar1.Name = "progressBar1";
this.progressBar1.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(100, 23);
this.progressBar1.TabIndex = 10;
//
// Form1
//
this.AutoScaleDimensions = new System.Drawing.SizeF(6F, 13F);
this.AutoScaleMode = System.Windows.Forms.AutoScaleMode.Font;
this.ClientSize = new System.Drawing.Size(424, 248);
this.Controls.Add(this.progressBar1);
this.Controls.Add(this.extractRadiotBtn);
this.Controls.Add(this.infuseRadioBtn);
this.Controls.Add(this.label3);
this.Controls.Add(this.statusTextbox);
this.Controls.Add(this.qTextbox);
this.Controls.Add(this.label2);
this.Controls.Add(this.label1);
this.Controls.Add(this.radiusTextbox);
this.Controls.Add(this.stopButton);
this.Controls.Add(this.startButton);
this.Name = "Form1";
this.Text = "Smart Motor GUI";
this.ResumeLayout(false);
this.PerformLayout();
}
#endregion
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private
private

System.IO.Ports.SerialPort serialPort1;
System.Windows.Forms.Button startButton;
System.Windows.Forms.Button stopButton;
System.Windows.Forms.TextBox radiusTextbox;
System.Windows.Forms.Label label1;
System.Windows.Forms.Label label2;
System.Windows.Forms.TextBox qTextbox;
System.Windows.Forms.TextBox statusTextbox;
System.Windows.Forms.Label label3;
System.Windows.Forms.RadioButton infuseRadioBtn;
System.Windows.Forms.RadioButton extractRadiotBtn;
System.Windows.Forms.ProgressBar progressBar1;

}
}

Arduino Primary Code (Serial/I2C Bridge)
//Primary Arduino Code
#include <Wire.h>
String myString;
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void setup()
{
// put your setup code here, to run once:
//Start I2C Bus
Wire.begin();
Serial.begin(9600);
while (!Serial);
// Serial.println("\nI2C Scanner");
delay(2000);
}

void loop() {
int i = 0;
//counter for buffer array
// delay(1000);
Wire.requestFrom(3,1);
//(device addr, num bytes)
while (Wire.available())
{
char c = Wire.read();
//
Serial.println((String)"received from secondary: " + c);
if (c == 'a')
{
Serial.println("a");
}
if (c == 'b')
{
Serial.println("b");
}
//
Serial.print(c);
//USED FOR TESTING
}

if (Serial.available() > 0)
{
//
Serial.print("terminal gave: ");
myString = Serial.readString();
//
Serial.println(myString);

//read from serial into String variable
//USED FOR TESTING

int str_len = myString.length()+1;
buffer size
char buff_char[str_len];

//variable holds myString length to create correct
//create buffer for char

myString.toCharArray(buff_char,str_len);
Wire.beginTransmission(3);
while (i<str_len)
{
Wire.write(buff_char[i]);
Serial.println(buff_char[i]);
i++;
}
Wire.endTransmission();
Serial.println("ending transmission");

//

//

//USED FOR TESTING

//convert string to char array
//send via I2C
//keep sending everything from buffer in one go

//USED FOR TESTING

//USED FOR TESTING

}
}

Modified Secondary Arduino Code (Motor and Microstepper Controller)
// include libraries
//#include <CALIPER.h>
#include <TimerOne.h>
#include <Wire.h>
// defines pins numbers
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// stepper motor pinout
#define stepPin 9
#define dirPin 6
#define STBY 2
#define MODE_1 7
#define MODE_2 8
// digital caliper pinouts
#define CLK_pin 12
#define DATA_pin 11
#define FORWARD HIGH // motor direction
#define REVERSE LOW
// motor direction
const uint32_t MICROSECOND = 1000000;
const uint16_t MILLISECOND = 1000;
const uint8_t THREAD_PITCH = 4; // in millimeters, thread pitch of the actuator's screw
const float RADIUS = 10.845; // in millimeters, the RADIUS of the 30ml BD syringe
const uint16_t MICROSTEP = 64; // motor micro step size
const uint16_t GEAR_RATIO = 100; // worm gear ratio
const float NUM_ROTATIONS = 0.1; // number of rotations
// construct CALIPER class
//CALIPER caliper(CLK_pin, DATA_pin);
//**TESTING VARAIABLES REMOVE LATER
//float user_Q = 10;
//float user_radius = RADIUS;

//**const float Q_max = 93.586;
// maximum volumetric flow rate in microLitre per second
//const float Q_min = 0.016666666666;
// minimum volumetric flow rate in microLitre per
second (1uL/min)
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------//** change into function to make Q variable
// calculations
const float velocity = 4;
//**TESTING VARIABLES
//const float rps_min = user_Q / (PI * RADIUS * RADIUS * THREAD_PITCH);
//const float rps_min = Q_min / (PI * RADIUS * RADIUS * THREAD_PITCH);
const float rps_max = velocity / THREAD_PITCH / 60; //Q_max / (PI * RADIUS * RADIUS *
THREAD_PITCH);
//const double frequency = rps_min * GEAR_RATIO * STEP_ROT;
//uint32_t period = 1 / frequency * MICROSECOND;
uint32_t period;
double frequency;
const uint16_t STEP_ROT = 200 * MICROSTEP;
const uint16_t DutyCycle = 0.5 * 1024;

// steps per rotation

// initialize variables
long StartTime;
long caliperTime_curr = 0, caliperTime_prev = 0;
bool start_flag = false; //**change to true to start program
//DELETE
//char rx_user_in;
String din_string = "";
float user_radius = 0;
float user_Q = 0;
char run_char = 'b'; // 'a' means motor is running, 'b' means motor is stopped
void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600);
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init_Microsteps(MICROSTEP);
// Sets the two pins as Outputs
pinMode(stepPin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(dirPin, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(dirPin, REVERSE);
delay(10);

//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

//NOTE MOVE ALL THIS LATER
Serial.print("rps max: ");
Serial.print(rps_max, 12);
Serial.print("
,freq ");
Serial.print(frequency);
Serial.print(" Hz");
Serial.print("
,period ");
Serial.print(period);
Serial.println(" us");
Wire.begin(3); //begin i2c communciation as device 3
Wire.onReceive(receiveI2C);
Wire.onRequest(requestI2CData);

}
void loop() {
// delay(1000);
// Serial.println(din_string);

//USED FOR TESTING
//USED FOR TESTING

if (din_string[0] == 'A') //start driving motor forward
{
int delim = din_string.indexOf('R');
String user_r_string = din_string.substring(delim+1);
String user_Q_string = din_string.substring(1,delim);
user_radius = user_r_string.toFloat();
user_Q = user_Q_string.toFloat();
din_string = "";

//reset

digitalWrite(dirPin, FORWARD);
Serial.println("FORWARD");
start_flag = true;
run_char = 'a';
}
else if (din_string[0] == 'B')
{
int delim = din_string.indexOf('R');
String user_r_string = din_string.substring(delim+1);
String user_Q_string = din_string.substring(1,delim);
user_radius = user_r_string.toFloat();
user_Q = user_Q_string.toFloat();
din_string = "";

//reset

digitalWrite(dirPin, REVERSE);
Serial.println("REVERSE");
start_flag = true;
run_char = 'a'; // mark motor is running to GUI
}
if (start_flag)
{
// TESTING
//
Serial.println("start_flag on");
start_flag = false; //reset sooner

//USED FOR TESTING

frequency = calcFrequency(user_Q, user_radius);
period = 1 / frequency * MICROSECOND;
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Serial.println((String) "frequency is: " + frequency);

//USED FOR TESTING

Timer1.initialize(period);
Timer1.pwm(stepPin, DutyCycle);
Timer1.attachInterrupt(steps); // call ISR every period to count the motor steps
StartTime = millis(); //measeure start time
}
}
//ISR (goes in every turn)
void steps()
{
static volatile uint32_t i, j;
j++;
if (j == STEP_ROT) {
j = 0;
i++; //num rotations at the motor
}
if (i == NUM_ROTATIONS * GEAR_RATIO) {
long volatile timer = millis() - StartTime;
float volatile rps = 1.0 * MILLISECOND / timer * NUM_ROTATIONS; //velocity used to compare
with volumetric flow error below
//
Serial.println((String) "rps: " + rps);
//
Serial.print("\nrps: ");
//
Serial.print(rps, 11);
//
Serial.print("\n");
//
float volatile error = (rps - rps_max) / rps * 100;
//
Serial.println((String) "error: " + error + '%');
//
Serial.println((String) timer + " ms");
i = 0;
Timer1.disablePwm(stepPin);
Timer1.detachInterrupt();
Serial.println("finished...");
//USED FOR TESTING
run_char = 'b'; //finished driving motor
//
caliperTime_prev = 0;
}
}
double calcFrequency(float Q_val, float radius_val)
{
float RPS_val = Q_val / (PI * radius_val * radius_val * THREAD_PITCH);
double freq_val = RPS_val * GEAR_RATIO * STEP_ROT;
return freq_val;
}
// Handler when receiving from I2C
void receiveI2C(int numBytes)
{
din_string = "";
char ch;
// Serial.println("Receiving...");
//USED FOR TESTING
while(Wire.available())
{
ch = Wire.read();
if (ch == 'C')
{
Timer1.disablePwm(stepPin);
Timer1.detachInterrupt();
//
Serial.println("stopping early...");
//USED FOR TESTING
run_char = 'b';
}
else
{
din_string = din_string + ch;
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}
}
//
}

Serial.println("Received " + din_string);

//USED FOR TESTING

// Handler to send data to primary arduino
void requestI2CData()
{
Wire.write(run_char);
}
void init_Microsteps(uint16_t stepResolution) {
//Table 1 Microstep configuration
uint16_t pin_config;
switch (stepResolution) {
case 1: pin_config = 0; break;
// Full-step
case 2: pin_config = 5; break;
// 1/2th step
case 4: pin_config = 10; break;
// 1/4th step
case 8: pin_config = 7; break;
// 1/8th step
case 16: pin_config = 15; break; // 1/16th step
case 32: pin_config = 2; break;
// 1/32nd step
case 64: pin_config = 11; break; // 1/64th step
case 128: pin_config = 1; break; // 1/128th step
case 256: pin_config = 3; break; // 1/256th step
default: Serial.println("Invalid stepResolution"); pin_config = 0;
}
pinMode(stepPin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(dirPin, OUTPUT);
pinMode(MODE_1, OUTPUT);
pinMode(MODE_2, OUTPUT);
pinMode(STBY, OUTPUT);
//The recommended power-up sequence is following:
//1. Power-up the device applying the VS supply voltage but keeping both STBY and EN/FAULT
inputs low.
digitalWrite(STBY, LOW);
//2. Set the MODEx inputs according to the target step resolution (see Table 1).
digitalWrite(MODE_1, pin_config & 1);
digitalWrite(MODE_2, (pin_config >> 1) & 1);
digitalWrite(stepPin, (pin_config >> 2) & 1);
digitalWrite(dirPin, (pin_config >> 3) & 1);
//3. Wait for at least 1 µs (minimum tMODEsu time).
delayMicroseconds(1);
//4. Set the STBY high. The MODEx configuration is now latched inside the device.
digitalWrite(STBY, HIGH);
//5. Wait for at least 100 µs (minimum tMODEho time).
delayMicroseconds(100);
//6. Enable the power stage releasing the EN/FAULT input and start the operation.
}
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